Materials with strongly coupled magnetic and structural transitions can display a giant magnetocaloric effect, which is of interest in the design of energy-efficient and environmentally-friendly refrigerators, heat pumps, and thermomagnetic generators.
Introduction
While the Curie transition from a paramagnet to a ferromagnet is canonically a continuous transition, there exist ferromagnets that display discontinuous first-order transitions. This phenomenon can arise when magnetic and structural degrees of freedom are so strongly coupled that the magnetic phase transition is accompanied by a structural transition. Ma- terials displaying such coupled transitions, including MnAs, 1,2 ferromagnetic, hole-doped LaMnO 3 , 3 Gd 5 (Si, Ge) 4 , 4-8 (Mn,Fe) 2 (P,Si,Ge,As), [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and La(Fe,Si) 13 H x 14,15 are of great interest for their unusual functionality, including, variously, colossal magnetoresistance, giant magnetovolume effects, and, most recently, giant magnetocaloric effects. The magne-tocaloric properties stem from the fact that this type of first-order transition can often be actuated using a modest magnetic field, leading to relatively small fields ordering a significant fraction of paramagnetic spins. By alternating cycles of adiabatic and isothermal magnetization and demagnetization, these changes in entropy can be leveraged to drive an environmentally-friendly and energy-efficient heat pump. 16 Conversely, changes of temperature can be employed to build efficient thermomagnetic waste heat regenerators. [17] [18] [19] The primary metric for magnetocaloric performance is the peak entropy change that can be accomplished during isothermal application of a given magnetic field, ∆S M,peak (H). For commercial applications, earth-abundant materials that have substantial peak isothermal magnetic entropy changes at low fields (ie. H = 1 T to 2 T) are attractive.
Giant first-order magnetostructural phase transitions are recognized by the usual hallmarks of an abrupt change in the magnetization at the transition temperature accompanied by a peak in heat capacity, thermal hysteresis, and phase coexistence of the two phases at the transition temperature. The structural phase transition may either be from one crystallographic space group to another (e.g. the P 6 3 /mmc to P nma transition seen in MnAs 2 ), or it may involve two phases within the same structure but with distinct lattice parameters (e.g. the transition in (Fe,Mn) 2 (P,Si) 20 ). The latter case is often termed a magnetoelastic transition.
While the giant magnetic entropy changes associated with first-order magnetostructural phase transitions are useful in applications, they pose engineering challenges. The thermal and magnetic hysteresis associated with first-order transitions leads to inefficiencies and rate limitations when the material is cycled between magnetic states. Large changes in structure during cycling can lead to fatigue and mechanical degradation. Furthermore, thermal hysteresis greatly reduces the reversible adiabatic temperature change of a magnetocaloric. While these challenges can often be alleviated using chemical tuning and device engineering, [21] [22] [23] a different solution that has gained popularity recently is to change the composition of a first-order material in order to weaken the magnetostruc-3 tural coupling so that the transition becomes increasingly second-order. At the border between first-and second-order transitions, one may find a tricritical transition which has no hysteresis while maintaining a large ∆S M . 12, 20, [24] [25] [26] [27] In contrast, for systems without magnetostructural first-order transitions, the main strategy for improving ∆S M has been to increase the magnetic moment. [28] [29] [30] However, there exist several materials such as AlFe 2 B 2 , 31, 32 Mn 5 Ge 3 , 33 CrO 2 , 34 MnCoP, 35 and MnB 35, 36 which show promising magnetocaloric properties without any known first-order magnetostructural or magnetoelastic transitions. All of these materials have ∆S M values that are competitive with, or exceed that of Gd metal despite having gravimetric magnetic moments at saturation that are only between 30 % and 60 % as large. 37 All these materials also have large values of magnetic deformation Σ M , a density functional theory-based indicator of the strength of magnetostructural coupling, 35 suggesting that magnetostructural coupling may play an underappreciated role in the good magnetocaloric properties of these materials.
Here, we present the case study of MnB vs. FeB to demonstrate that magnetostructural coupling is the driving force behind a large magnetocaloric effect, even in a system with no obvious first-order magnetostructural transitions. MnB and FeB are both ferromagnets with the same structure (FeB-type, shown in Figure 1 ) and comparable magnetic properties, but MnB has a large ∆S M of −10.7 J kg −1 K −1 for an applied field of 5 T while FeB has an effect three times smaller. Interestingly, some anomalous structural behavior near the Curie temperature of MnB was reported as early as 1975. 38, 39 However, this phenomenon was not explained, and MnB has not received much attention until recently. 35, 36, [40] [41] [42] We use high-resolution temperature-dependent synchrotron powder diffraction and diffraction under a magnetic field to study the magnetostructural coupling in MnB and
FeB. We find that despite the similarities between the two compounds, MnB shows dramatic anisotropic coupling between its lattice and magnetism while FeB does not. We employ density functional theory calculations to understand the origin of this magnetostructural coupling as a competition between manganese moment formation (and the where a small stimulus can drive large changes in structure and magnetism. Furthermore, we determine the magnetic transition in MnB is in fact subtly first-order, as revealed by phase coexistence between two isostructural phases with slightly different lattice parameters at the magnetic transition temperature. However, this subtly first-order transition appears to be distinct from the giant magnetostructural or magnetoelastic transitions seen in other magnetocalorics. The present observation is enabled by the very high resolution of the synchrotron diffraction experiments. We propose that similar behavior may also be revealed in other magnetocaloric compounds if they were to be examined in similar resolution.
Materials and methods
Phase-pure powders of MnB and FeB were prepared by assisted microwave synthesis, as reported previously. 35 for each sample was determined using the appropriate Maxwell relation, from magnetization M vs. T measurements taken while sweeping temperature through the magnetic transition at several fixed magnetic fields between H = 0.1 T and H = 5 T. The temperature derivatives of magnetization were calculated using Tikhonov regularization, 43 as described in detail previously. 44 Raw measurement data are presented in the Supporting Information Figure S1 .
High-resolution synchrotron powder diffraction data were collected on Beamline 11-BM at the Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory using an average wavelength of 0.414581Å. Room temperature data were collected between 2θ of 0.5 • and 50 • . Temperature-dependent data was collected between 0.5 • and 34 • for MnB (10 minute collection time per pattern), and betwen 0.5 • and 28 • for FeB (5 minute collection time per pattern). A calibrated Cyberstar Hot Gas Blower was used to control the temperature.
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Patterns were collected continually while temperature was ramped slowly cooled through the magnetic transition such that one diffraction pattern was taken at every 3 K interval.
Resulting patterns were refined using Topas Academic, using sequential and parametric 45 refinement.
Temperature and magnetic-field dependent X-ray powder diffraction measurements were performed on a custom-built laboratory diffractometer in transmission geometry (Mo Kα radiation, λ 1 = 0.709320Å, λ 2 = 0.713317Å, using the 2θ range from 7 • to 67 • with a step size of 0.0097 • ). The instrument has been described in detail elsewhere. 46 The sample powder was mixed with NIST 640d standard reference silicon for correction of geometric errors. Temperature in the range from 300 K to 700 K was controlled by means of a custom SHI closed-cycle Helium cryofurnace. The heating rate between the measurements Supporting Information Table S1 . Based on these structures, unit cells with systematically expanded and contracted b lattice parameters were generated and iononly relaxations were performed. On these relaxed structures, static spin-polarized and nonspin-polarized calculations were performed. The Crystal Orbital Hamilton Population 7 (COHP) between pairs of B atoms in the chain were calculated with the help of the LOB-STER code. [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] The results of Rietveld refinement of high-resolution MnB and FeB patterns collected at room temperature are shown in Figure 1 and Table S1 . Both patterns match the known orthorhombic P nma structure ("FeB-type"), 56, 57 which consists of 1D zigzag chains of closely spaced (1.8Å) B atoms running along the b crystallographic axis with Mn or Fe arranged in a distorted hexagonal network around these chains. This results in a highly bonded framework, with each metal atom coordinated by seven boron atoms within a sphere of 2.3Åand six additional metal atoms within 2.7Å. These diffraction patterns display anisotropic peak widths, which can be well-fit using the Stephens peak-shape function 58 which accounts for (hkl)-dependent peak broadening by assuming that different crystallographic directions may have different amounts of inhomogenous strain. The anisotropy in peak shape is consistent with the highly one-dimensional nature of the crystal structure. No resolvable thermal hysteresis was seen in either material.
Results and Discussions

MnB and FeB show very similar bond lengths and contacts
The large ∆S M in MnB compared to FeB is surprising, given the similarities in structure, ordering temperature and ordered magnetic moment. However, when the temperaturedependence of the synchrotron X-ray diffraction is examined ( Figure 3 ), striking differences become evident. In FeB, all of the peaks shift uniformly towards higher Q upon cooling through the magnetic transition, demonstrating conventional positive thermal expansion. In MnB, different peaks shift in different directions, indicating highly anisotropic effects. Furthermore, pronounced kinks are visible in the thermal evolution of most of the peaks at the magnetic transition temperature, suggesting that the crystal structure is much more strongly linked to the magnetism in MnB than in FeB. Figure 4 shows the temperature evolution of the (020) peak of the two compounds which corresponds to the lattice spacing parallel to the B-B chain direction. In MnB, this indicating that two closely spaced peaks are present. This effect is subtle enough that it would be undetectable at the resolution of most diffraction experiments, including laboratory X-ray diffraction or powder neutron diffraction. However, with the resolution of the present experiment, the splitting of one peak into two around the magnetic transition temperature is seen on all peaks with substantial h or k character. In addition to the data shown in 4, a pattern taken at the fixed temperature 576.1 K after temperature equilibration also shows this two-phase coexistence, confirming that it is not a transient effect ( Figure S2 ). This behavior indicates that there is a region of phase coexistence between two phases around the magnetic transition in MnB, a hallmark that the transition is actually first-order. In FeB, on the other hand, no such behavior is observed.
In order to examine the thermal evolution of the structure, parametric Rietveld refine- Figure 4 : Temperature evolution of the (020) peak in MnB and FeB through the magnetic transition temperature. In MnB, the peak shifts dramatically to the left upon cooling (a), and broadens near the magnetic transition temperature. Below and above the magnetic transition, the peak has a well-behaved Lorentzian shape, but near the Curie temperature, it requires two peaks to fit, indicating coexistence of two phases (b). In FeB, the peak shifts to the right upon cooling (c) and maintains a constant-width Lorentzian shape at all temperatures, including at the magnetic transition temperature (d).
ments on both data sets were performed, allowing the noise in the refined parameters to be minimized. Results for FeB are shown in the Supporting Information Figure S2 In contrast, the results of parametric refinement for MnB ( Figure 5 ) demonstrate anomalous behavior. If the refinement for MnB is set up so that only one crystallographic phase exists in each pattern, the patterns well below and well above the transition are described appropriately, but near the transition, R wp (a measure of the error in a Rietveld fit) in- creases dramatically, even if the peak profile is allowed to refine independently for each temperature (Supporting Information Figure S4a ). However, if two isostructural P nma phases with slightly different lattice parameters (about 0.05% difference in the a and b directions) are included in the fit, the R wp remains constant across the magnetic transition. The two phases are found to coexist in a temperature region between 558 K and 577 K, transitioning from 100% of the low-temperature phase at 558 K to 100% of the high-temperature phase at 577 K (Supporting Information Figure S4b ). As can be seen in Figure 5 , the temperature-range of this two-phase transition corresponds exactly to the width of the magnetic transition. Taken together, these observations confirm that the magnetic transition in MnB is first-order. The phase coexistence over a temperature span of 20 K is reminiscent of the first-order transitions in shape memory alloys, where strain buildup causes the transformation to occur progressively, rather than all at once. 59 However, it is important to note that the differences in lattice parameters of the coexisting MnB phases are not anywhere near as large as those seen in magnetocalorics displaying giant magnetocaloric effects at coupled first-order magnetostructural or magnetoelastic transitions (often 1% or more). In fact, the changes in lattice parameters between the two phases are less than the thermal expansion of each phase within the phase coexistence region, and therefore the the structural part of the phase transition cannot be considered primary. Rather, this transition appears to represent a different kind of first-order phase transition than those previously seen in magnetocalorics. Its origin and behavior are the subject of ongoing investigation.
Outside of the two-phase coexistence region, the thermal evolution of the lattice pa- Like the lattice parameters, the bond lengths in MnB show anisotropic thermal evolution (Supporting Information Figure S5 ). Notably, the closest Mn-B and B-B contacts decrease slightly as temperature is increased, as does the average Mn-Mn distance. However, the changes in bond length are all small, and with no dramatic changes at the transition temperature that would indicate a change in bond order. Rather, these anisotropic changes in bonding indicate that some electronic redistribution is occurring as temperature is changing, as will be discussed in the final section.
The structure evolution of MnB is clearly strongly affected by the magnetism, as evidenced by the structural anomalies seen at the magnetic transition temperature. For this reason, MnB was originally compared to invar (Fe-Ni) alloys, wherein low thermal expansion is known to be caused by a magnetovolume effect. 38, 39 The magnetovolume effect, which is based on theories of itinerant electron magnetism, relies on the fact that large magnetization causes lattice parameters to expand. 60, 61 At low temperatures, the moment is at its largest, and its effect on expanding the crystal lattice is also at its largest. As temperature increases, fluctuations set in and the magnetic moment weakens, causing a negative contribution to the thermal expansion. This contribution may partially or completely offset the normal thermal expansion of the material due to anharmonic phonons.
Above the magnetic Curie temperature, the thermal expansion typically returns abruptly to positive. In MnB however, magnetostructural effects manifest in quite a different way.
The thermal expansion is marked by a change in cell shape, inducing both a strong negative thermal expansion in the b direction and a strong positive thermal expansion in the a direction. In addition, these effects persist, although somewhat weakened in magnitude, at least 150 • C (see Supporting Information Figure S8 ) above the magnetic transition temperature, which is quite unusual, even in magnetocalorics with exceptionally large magnetostructural coupling. 46, [61] [62] [63] This persistence suggests that the magnetism in MnB has at least partly local character, and that the magnetostructural interaction is related to a coupling between the moment magnitude and the Mn ion size. This coupling may persist above the Curie temperature because the local moments still exist in the paramagnetic regime.
Field Induced Magnetoelasticity
In order to directly probe magnetostructural coupling in MnB, we carried out X-ray diffraction experiments as a function of temperature under a magnetic field. Diffraction patterns were collected between 300 K and 700 K under no applied field and under an applied field of 5 T. The difference in lattice parameters fit from these patterns is shown in the top panel of Figure 6 . Well above and well below the transition temperature, no consistent effect can be resolved above the noise. However, near the Curie temperature where the system is most susceptible to an external field, a substantial change in lattice parameters is seen upon application of the field in MnB, an effect which we will term "induced This observed anisotropic magnetovolume effect in MnB explains the strange thermal expansion behavior. As MnB is heated from low temperature, its magnetic moment falls as fluctuations set in, and therefore the moment's influence on structure is decreased. On the other hand, when an external magnetic field is applied, the moment strengthens and the inverse happens. Therefore, the changes in lattice upon application of a field provide information about the magnetic contribution to the observed thermal expansion. In FeB, this magnetostructural coupling is small, so the thermal expansion is more or less unaffected by the magnetism. In MnB on the other hand, the anisotropic magnetoelastic effect modifies the standard thermal expansion. In the b direction, the magnetoeleastic effect is positive and large, which overwhelms the standard positive thermal expansion and leads to a strong negative thermal expansion. In the a direction, the negative magnetoelastic effect strengthens the positive thermal expansion leading to an exceptionally large positive thermal expansion. In the c direction, the weaker positive effect offsets the thermal expansion leading to a fairly temperature-independent lattice parameter, as is the case in invar.
Competing Interactions and Magnetostructural Coupling
In order to understand the origins of the unconventional thermal expansion and magne- 
Conclusion
We have demonstrated that MnB shows anisotropic magnetoelastic coupling that is driven In addition, we have shown that the magnetic transition in MnB is in fact very subtly first-order with clear phase-coexistence at the magnetic transition, albeit the behavior of the transition is quite distinct from the giant first-order coupled magnetostructural transitions displayed by other magnetocalorics.
Supporting Information
Additional details of the temperature-and field-dependent Rietveld refinements, additional magnetization data, and example data from the in-field diffractometer.
20 Table S1 : Refined crystal structure of MnB and FeB from room temperature high-resolution synchrotron diffraction data (λ=0.414581Å). GOF indicates the goodness of fit, which is defined as the ratio between the weighted profile R factor R wp , and expected R factor, R exp . Numbers in parentheses are standard uncertainties in the last given digit(s) from Rietveld refinement. The refined structures are also included in Crystallographic Information Files. Table S3 . Table S3 : Lattice parameters and weight fractions refined for the low-temperature phase of MnB from the temperature-dependent synchrotron diffraction data. The values for temperatures from 577.0 K to 557.7 K are from the two-phase parametric refinement, with the lattice parameters and weight fractions for the other (high-temperature) phase given in Table S2 . The values for temperatures from 554.3 K to 500.0 K are from the single-phase parametric refinement.
weight fraction (%) Figure S1 : Magnetization vs. temperature under a nine applied fields for FeB (a), and MnB (b). These data are processed into the ∆S M data presented in the main text Figure 2 . At high field, the FeB M (T ) broadens out considerably while the MnB remains relatively sharp, leading to a much larger peak ∆S M for MnB. Figure S2 : MnB (020) synchrotron diffraction peak from patterns taken while equilibrated at temperatures well below the magnetic transition (a), near the magnetic transition (b), and well-above the magnetic transition (c). This data is similar to the data in the main text Figure 4 , except that these patterns are taken at static temperature after temperature equilibration. In (a) and (c), the diffraction peaks can be fit with a single Lorentzian peak, while around the magnetic transition two Lorentzians are required, indicating phase coexistence of two phases. Figure S3 : Comparison of magnetic moment vs. temperature (a) and lattice parametric from parametric Rietveld refinement of temperature-dependent synchrotron diffraction data (b) for FeB. In contrast to MnB (main text Figure 5 ), the lattice parameters of FeB all show linear, moderate positive thermal expansion, with no obvious anomaly at the magnetic transition temperature. Some anisotropy in thermal expansion can be seen, evidenced by a larger coefficient of thermal expansion in the c direction than the a and b direction. Figure S4 : (a) Quality of fit (R wp ) for parametric fit of temperature-dependent synchrotron diffraction data. The purple squares show that case when a single crystallographic phase is allowed, with the peak profile (Bragg peak widths) allowed to vary independently for each pattern. This case cannot adequately fit the Bragg peak splitting observed near the magnetic transition temperature, and a spike in R wp is observed in the grey boxed region. On the other hand, when two phases with slightly different lattice parameters and each with a constant peak profile are included, the R wp is constant through the magnetic transition. The weight fractions of the two phases refined from this fit are shown in (b), demonstrating that the magnetic transition is concurrent with the conversion from one crystallographic phase to the other, confirming a first-order transition. Figure S5 : Thermal evolution of selected bond lengths and contacts in MnB and FeB, as fit from the parametric refinements. For MnB, the high-temperature phase is indicated with solid symbols, and the low-temperature phase with empty symbols. The atomic positions were constrained to be the same in the two phases for the patterns where both phases exist, which is consistent with the positions above and below the transition. In each compound, there exist two distinct metal-metal contacts with length below 2.7Å, seven distinct metalboron contacts with length less than 2.3Å(only the nearest is shown), and one distinct boron-boron contact. MnB shows anisotropic thermal expansion of its bonds, while FeB shows only mild increases in bond length as temperature is raised. Magnetic transition temperatures are represented as grey box for MnB (signifying the temperature range of phase co-existence), and a grey line for FeB. Figure S6 : Example Pawley fits of the diffraction data from the in-field, variable temperature X-ray diffractometer (in this case, taken at 300 K with no applied field). The samples (single phase MnB or FeB) have been mixed with NIST 640D standard reference silicon and mounted on a graphite support. Both silicon and graphite phases are included in the Pawley refinement, and the known silicon lattice parameter is used to correct instrumental geometric errors. Figure S7 : Detailed view of the difference in MnB diffraction pattern under zero applied field and 5 T applied field, taken at 600 K. Only the (200) and (020) peaks are shown. The doublet peaks are from Mo Kα 1 and Kα 2 radiation. Upon application of the field, an anisotropic magneto-elastic effect is seen, with some lattice peaks with substantial h character moving to the right, and lattice peaks with substantial k character moving to the left. The full patterns (along with those taken at other fields) were fitted to give the data shown in the main text Figure 6c . Figure S8 : Lattice parameters fit from temperature and field-dependent XRD patterns of MnB and FeB, normalized to their 300 K values at zero field. These refinements were used to generate the induced magnetoelasticity (difference in lattice parameters upon application of a magnetic field) data shown in the main text, Figure 6 . Due to a sample history effects observed in MnB in the c lattice parameter, c, 0 T data are fit from a later run, after the sample had been cycled to remove any history. Error bars, which are in general smaller than the data points, represent standard uncertainties from the Pawley refinements.
